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Principal’s Desk
Feeling overwhelmed to be welcomed from all the stakeholders at this beautiful location 
of JVM - Vasind. As we navigate through this October month newsletter, you can all 
discover what we have to offer you will be to find answers to the many preliminary 
questions about our school, culture, academics, programmes, students’ involvement & 
their growth.

As a New Principal of this school, I feel honoured and privileged to be a part of this 
Esteemed Educational Institution where every stakeholder is a learner and every day is 
an opportunity to learn and discover. We look at ourselves as a community of learners, 
where everyone learns including our teachers, parents & staff.

I believe in upholding high standards with an absolute commitment to strive for 
understanding and improving the educational processes using team strategies, while 
wholly centering on to the students’ achievement.

Our staff fruitfully employ two diverse strategies that are of Love and Logic to foster a 
positive learning environment for all our students even during & post pandemic time. 
Love and Logic may seem like two contrasting forces. While love helps nurturing trust, 
relationships, through which students feel respected, appreciated and loved by the 
teachers, logic helps develop in students’ personal responsibilities, self-control, good 
decision making skills, self-confidence, and character building with high moral values.
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Our students’ learning involves and revolves around an effective partnership between home 
& school. We believe that stronger the partnership is the more our students’ will benefit.

Likewise, we know that the information here will give us answers to some of our questions, 
we also know that learning is social, and in this context we encourage you to come and speak 
to us in person for a more detailed perspective. I look forward for working with you as we 
help create a school where parents are welcomed at any time, students are engaged in 
meaningful learning and the staff members are valued and appreciated for their efforts.

Thanks & Regards

Mrs. Vijayalakshmi RV

Principal (Designate)
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School Reopens
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Students’ Art Work
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Soham Rane

Pranav Wage



My mind is saying ...

My mind is saying be the sun and take a run in 

the sky.

My mind is saying...

My mind is saying be the  moon and show off to 

all the stars now.

My mind is saying...

My mind is saying be a grandpa and shout at 

the people of the house.

My mind is saying...

My mind is saying be old and grow my moustache 

long.

Self Composed Poem - My mind is saying 
Pushkraj Nikale (VI B)

My mind is saying...

My mind is saying be a butterfly and fly up in 

the open sky. 

My mind is saying...

My mind is saying be a cuckoo and sing in my 

sweet voice..

My mind is saying...

My mind is saying be a sparrow and chirp in 

my loud voice now.

My mind is saying...

My mind is saying take a thread and fly up a 

colurful kite.
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Navaratri Celebrations
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Welcome of our Principal
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Dussehra Celebrations 15-10-2021

https://youtu.be/lRN-NNEz91I
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https://youtu.be/lRN-NNEz91I
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Dussehra Celebrations



Global Handwashing Day
15-10-2021

With the aim to inculcate the habit of handwashing among children and to educate them to
maintain good personal and general hygiene. Global Handwashing Day awareness
programme was presented by the Tiny Tots of JVM Vasind
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https://youtu.be/JBuQC3ZSHZc

Global Handwashing Day
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https://youtu.be/JBuQC3ZSHZc


Suryanamaskar Competition for Classes 3rd and 4th - It improves digestion, 
cleanses the breathing organs, strengthens backbone, makes one look 

younger and for women, childbirth goes easy.
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Pre primary kids enjoyed the revision of sounds, letters and picture 
recognising through Augmented Reality in English Virtual Class.
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Augmented Reality



Connecting Festival with Origami - The students of Kindergarten enjoyed a Fun-Filled
Activity of Mask Making (Ravana) for Nursery Class, Gurbha for HS Class, Mask Making
(Durga Devi) for Prep Class with Origami Paper. The students understood the cultural roots
of 'Dussehra Festival’ celebration which promotes victory of good over evil.
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Performing Arts - Enactment Activity 
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GROUP DISCUSSION ON “UNDERSTANDING MEDIA”

The students of Class 7C took part in a group discussion on the topic 

“Understanding Media” on 18.10.21. All the four groups were given 4 case 

studies to discuss during offline class. The activity was conducted in order to 

enhance the imagination skills, power of creative expression and linguistic skills 

among the students. 
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Ad – Mad Show : Science CCA
To enhance their skills in expression, voice modulation and dialogue delivery.

Advertising is a method used to attract others attention. To acquaint students with 
promotional strategies in marketing through advertisements, Jindal Vidya Mandir Vasind 

organized an Ad Mad Show competition for the students. Students of Class 6th to 8th

presented creative advertisement in the form of video comprising of dual role, product 
originality and punch line for each Ad with effective technical tools.
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https://youtu.be/_UMI7Nc6Q5A

Participants’ Video

https://youtu.be/by12EVQ-ZKA

Winners’ Video

https://youtu.be/_UMI7Nc6Q5A
https://youtu.be/by12EVQ-ZKA


“EK BHARAT SHRESHTHA BHARAT”
Social Science CBSE Activity – “SAMAGRATA MEIN EKTA”

To CELEBRATE cultural diversity through mutual interaction and reciprocity between people of different
States and UTs.
To PROMOTE the spirit of national integration through a deep and structured engagement between all
Indian States and Union Territories through a year-long planned engagement between States;
To SHOWCASE the rich heritage and culture, customs and traditions of either State for enabling people to
understand and appreciate the diversity that is India, thus fostering a sense of common identity
To ESTABLISH long-term engagements and
To CREATE an environment which promotes learning between States by sharing best practices and
experiences.
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https://youtu.be/8J8NX5JdsM4

https://youtu.be/8J8NX5JdsM4
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“EK BHARAT SHRESHTHA BHARAT”



Preboard-2
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Classes 10th

& 12th



Mallakhambh Training Session organized by JSW Foundation
12-10-2021
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https://youtu.be/Yo2WysVIi2U

Gandhi Jayanti Celebration
02-10-2021
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https://youtu.be/Yo2WysVIi2U


Open Day (Term 1) – Nursery to XII

21/10/2021 to 27/10/2021
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Deepawali Celebrations

https://youtu.be/fI_Yf6jVOx8
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https://youtu.be/fI_Yf6jVOx8


Motivational Sessions for X and XII by JET Leaders
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Winners receiving the prizes for National Science Day 2021- “Dhanvantari Vatika”
commemorated to develop awareness of readily available medicinal plants.
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WEBINAR ON GAMES – Students explore different types of indoor and outdoor games 
and rules for the same. JVM Vasind organized an online Webinar on Games for Grade 3 
students on 25th October 2021, to allow learners to explore their knowledge related to 

different types of indoor and outdoor games.
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SCOUTS AND GUIDES SESSION 
To build confidence, courage and loyal towards society. 

❖ Introduction of tying the knot.

❖Ms Antara Thorat (Student of Class 10th) had introduced different types of knots with their 
uses.

❖ It was a good session.
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WORKSHOP OF LANTERN MAKING

AND DECORATIVE LAMPS - On the eve of

Deepawali celebration, JVM WE CARE

Team organised a workshop on making

lanterns and decorative lamps at the Zilla

Parishad school at Bamanpada village under

Shahapur Taluka on 27th October 2021. The

workshop was conducted for the students of

Class 3rd to 9th. The resource person for the

workshop was Ms Manali Wage, Art teacher

at Jindal Vidya Mandir Vasind. The

workshop was really very interesting and

interactive. The students showed great

interest in learning the skill of making

lanterns and decorative lamps.
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Computer Science & Robotics Demo

01-10-2021
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MCB Training for Teachers 
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“IF YOU WISH TO RENEW YOUR MIND, READ” 

JVMs & JAV e-Library Resources– 15th Edition
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Amazing Facts of 

Economics
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Science & Technology
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Gadget Gyan

Measuring 12 inches in height, 11.8 inches in diameter, and weighing a hefty
12.8 pounds, the Sync Cell Alpha employs a clear-plastic, sealed, dual-
truncated spheroidal enclosure that reveals the innards of this innovative
speaker. Perhaps most apparent are two force-cancelling, 6.5-inch woofers
with flat, carbon-fiber composite diaphragms. attention. Syng is founded by a
former Apple designer, who says that this is the world’s first ‘triphonic’
speaker, which means it uses three speakers to build sound that fills your room
in a more ‘accurate’ way.

Syng Cell Alpha Speaker

Dyson Purifier Hot+Cool Formaldehyde
While many of us know air pollution harms our health, we may have
overlooked what’s happening inside our homes. It turns out that cooking and
cleaning are filling our homes with pollutants at higher concentrations than
those outside. Even our furniture is off-gassing formaldehyde – a chemical
used in its production. The latest version of Dyson’s Purifier Hot+Cool is
kitted out with filters to tackle the particles invading our home’s air, including
formaldehyde. It also has loads of sensors to provide insight into what’s
generating the most pollution (cooking, in our case, made the air quality
‘severe’), and it doubles as an effective fan or heater.
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with Senior…Jayesh Yadav

Q1. How was your school life experience?

ANS. A school is all about learning and I spent 12 years doing just that. It was a long journey, but it feels
like yesterday. Every class was a different experience and I cannot describe it in short. But I believe the
most important years of school are in the beginning and at the end. When kids join a school, they go
through character development. The stories and lessons had a lasting impact on me and are still
responsible for a lot of my decisions. During the final years of school, it was time to figure out what I want
to do in my life. Of course, it is not necessary to stick to one path.

Q2. What were your best moments in your school life?

ANS. The best moments were with friends, playing, laughing, having lunch in a circle, fights, practical
sessions and lessons from teachers.

Q3. What do you think about our school system?

ANS. The School system has improved a lot. I saw major changes especially during the final years. There
used to be notice boards of each subject and projects we made were limited to these boards. But then
changes were made and now walls, ceiling, doors and even windows became space to show creativity.
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Q4. What were your achievements?

ANS. For me, achievements are my ability to understand, read and speak. And the ability to
understand programming and willingness to pursue physics.

Q5. How do you feel when your school life is done?

ANS. When school got done, it was time for college and I was too excited about it.

Q6. What was the challenging part in your school life?

ANS. For me, the most challenging part was not being good at sports. I never won any
individual competition on any of the Sports Days.

Q7. Do you feel regret about something that you should have done in your school life but you
did not do it?

ANS. I do not have any regrets. Life is a journey and school was just a part of it.
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Q8. This question is fictitious, if you got a time machine. Then, what will you do by going back to your 
school life?

ANS. I would go back in time and tell the younger version of me to play more and be good at at least
one outdoor game.

Q9. What are you missing the most about your school life?

ANS. I miss waking up early, wearing the uniform and going to school with friends.

Q10. Can you give some suggestions to the students?

ANS. My seniors used to give suggestions, however I never took them seriously. I always prefer to
figure out stuff all on my own. I have learnt some valuable lessons though, one of them is to have a
purpose in life. With time you will figure out what 'purpose' means to you. It need not be the same for
everyone. And another lesson is that there is no right or wrong path. Life is a journey and it's meant to
be lived substantially. My best wishes to all at school. Thank you.

Ex-student's Name - Jayesh Yadav [Science Stream, XII, Batch 2016]

Interviewer's Name - Bhagwan Das [Commerce Stream, XII, Batch 2021-22]
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November Month Jubilation
DATE               EVENTS

13th 

NOVEMBER

CHILDREN’S DAY 

ONLINE CELEBRATIONS FOR I TO V

OFFLINE CELEBRATIONS FOR VI TO XII

19th

NOVEMBER

GURU NANAK JAYANTI

Celebration through video

26th

NOVEMBER

CONSTITUTION DAY

Celebration through video

SCOUTS & GUIDES SESSION

Sadbhavana Diwas
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November Month Jubilation
DATE               EVENTS

27th 

NOVEMBER

PARENT INTERACTION
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November Month Jubilation

DATE               EVENTS                                   TINY TOTS

5th – 12th

NOVEMBER

BIRDS’ WEEK

(Online Celebration)

Bird feeding-Virtual Visit

Gratitude Programme

Spark plug (Bird's nest)

13th 

NOVEMBER

CHILDREN’S DAY CELEBRATION

(Online Celebration)

Puppet Show

Virtual Party
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November Month Jubilation

DATE               EVENTS                                   TINY TOTS

17th 

NOVEMBER

SINGING ACTIVITY

ONLINE CELEBRATION

29th 

NOVEMBER

ALPHABET DAY

ONLINE CELEBRATION
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Jindal Vidya Mandir
Vasind Vistas – 26th Edition
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